
Instructions
Who can play: 3 or more players, ages 8 and up
What you’ll need: The washable markers and cards included in this game and about 30 minutes. You may 
also want a piece of paper to keep score but it’s more fun to tally points on your own body!

What’s the goal of the game?
Get points by drawing tattoos and correctly guessing other people’s tattoos. Decide as a group how many 
points a player needs to earn to win the game. If you have a lot of players, we would recommend setting a 
lower point goal. For example, if you have two or three players, you might want to play to 15 points (or 10 
points for four or �ve players, or 6 points for six or more players, etc).

How do we set up the game?
Take the cards out of the box and separate them into two decks of cards (Doodle Cards & Body Cards) side 
by side on the table. Put the markers out on the table as well.
There are 30 Body Cards and 150 Doodle Cards in the game. Make sure you don’t mix them up! Body Cards 
will be REUSED during the game but Doodle Cards get discarded after they are played.

Ok, got it. Now how do we PLAY?
Choose a player to be the artist �rst. The artist does three things on their turn:
1. Take a Doodle Card (but keep it secret.)
2. Take a Body Card.
3. Choose a player you want to tattoo and draw the item from Doodle Card onto that player’s body. 

For example, if you drew “Dolphin” from the Doodle Card deck and “Forearm” from the Body Card deck and 
selected your brother to draw on, draw a dolphin on your brother’s forearm! Easy!
We know what you’re thinking, Mom. But don’t worry! INK WASHES OFF WITH SOAP AND WATER (see 
section below for more information).
As the artist is drawing, any player can guess what the 
doodle is – even the person getting tattooed. 
Once someone has guessed what the artist was drawing, put 
the Body Card at the bottom of the Body Card deck and 
discard the Doodle Card into a separate discard pile.
There is no time limit for drawing, but if all players agree, the 
artist can give hints if no one is correctly guessing the 
doodle. 
Play continues clockwise so that every player gets to be the 
artist at least once. 

NOW IS PROBABLY A GOOD TIME TO POINT OUT THAT THIS 
GAME SHOULD NEVER BE PLAYED WITH DIFFERENT
MARKERS THAN WHAT IS INCLUDED IN THE GAME!



How do I win?
Players score points for drawing AND for being the �rst person to correctly guess what’s being drawn. There are point 
values on the Doodle Cards and the players who draw and correctly guess the doodle BOTH get the point value on that 
card. As noted at the top of these instructions, you can keep score on a piece of paper but it’s more fun to tally your 
score on your own body! The �rst player to reach the point goal (whatever was decided as a group at the start of the 
game) wins.

Wait a second… Why do some cards award fewer points than others?
Point values range from one to three points. The lower point cards are basic things like nouns while higher point cards 
can be harder nouns to draw or even adjectives or verbs (yikes!). 
There are 80 one-point cards, 50 two-point cards & 20 three-point cards. The cards in this game come pre-shu�ed so 
you may get lucky and only have to draw easy cards during the game while your opponents get stuck with all the hard 
ones!

More fun things to keep in mind:
• Don’t like any of the rules we listed here? Change them! We want you to have fun! 
• Have a tie? Decide as a group how you want to handle ties if people shout the same answer at the same 
  time (for example, maybe both players get the points / no one gets the points / re-do and play another 
  card / play rock, paper, scissors to decide, etc).
• Make this game as long or as short as you want it to be by deciding as a group how many points it will 
  take to win the game. Our recommendations based on number of players are at the top of these rules.
• There are four di�erent marker colors in the game: black, pink, blue & green. You can use any color you 
  like on your turn or use multiple colors on a single turn. Get creative! 
• Want to play in teams? Go for it. Follow the same rules as above but draw on a member of the opposing 
  team while your teammate guesses.
• If your marker ink has dried up or runs out, simply contact us at www.haywiregroup.com for replacement   
  options. 
• We want to see your Bodydoodles! Send us pics of you all inked up and get entered into a ra�e to win 
  FREE STUFF from the Haywire Group! Email them to social@haywiregroup.com 
• Haywire makes loads of other cool games, too. You should check them out at www.haywiregroup.com 

That was fun! Now how do we get these tattoos o� our bodies?
The markers are skin safe and wash o� easily from most skin types. For best results, use a washcloth with soap and 
warm water. NOTE: Markers may leave a bit of residue on some skin types. This is harmless and will fade and disappear 
usually after bathing. If this is a concern, test a small area prior to use.
Did you get it on your clothes? You did, didn’t you… (*sigh*) The markers wash from most clothing using ordinary 
laundering procedures. However, they may not wash totally from some materials or surfaces so BE CAREFUL! This is why 
we can’t have nice things!
Here’s a list of ingredients in the markers: Water, Polyethylene Glycol, Dimethicone Copolyol, Diazolidinyl Urea, Methyl 
Paraben, FD&C Blue #1, FD&C Red #40, FD&C Red #33, FD&C Yellow #5, Aluminum Oxide, Fluoro Surfactant.
Here are the safety testing regulations the markers conform to: 16 CFR 1500.3 (cosmetic review) & ASTM D-4263 
(toxicity).
Here’s a list of groceries you need on your next trip to the store: milk, eggs, adult diapers.

Did you have fun? Of course you did! Now, let’s get social!
Follow us and be the �rst to know about new titles and exclusive opportunities for FREE games and other cool stu�.

/haywiregroupinc @haywiregroup /haywiregroup/haywiregroup
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